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Handling of High Explosives in Viar Time·
Hundreds of Thousands of Tons of Ammunition Shipped from the Port of New York Without
Accident-Heroic Service of the Picked Men of the Coast Guard

N

BY CAPTAIN GOD�"'REY L. CARDEN, U. S. COAST GUARD
Captain of the Port of N.,.. Yori< durl� tho G,-t War
Written exclusively tor TA8 Joun,al

O FEATURE connected with the forwarding of
munitions to overseas forces during the years
1917 and 1918 was more carefully guarded from
the public than the loading of high explosives. The
great bulk of these shipments passed through the
Port of New York. Single ships carried cargoes of
T N T, picric acid, and smokeless powder exceeding·
five million dollars in value. An explosion of one
of these vessels in New York Harbor would have
meant a disaster more terrible in consequences than
even the one at Halifax.
The responsibility with regard to the safe loading
and expeditious dispatching of all explosives coming
forward through New York rested with the United
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States Coast Guard, . and the Coast Guard officer
directly charged with supervising and enforcing all
rules and regulations for the safeguarding of explo
sives on water craft is the Captain of the Port.

Huge Tonnage of Explosives Shipped from
New York
During the period from Dec. 13, 1917, to the end
of the fiscal year, June 30, 1919, there was super
vised at New York the handling of high explosives in
bulk, shells loaded with high explosives, smokeless
powder, fulminates, dynamite, ammunition, and vari
ous explosive accessories, to a total of 345,602.57
tons: In all, 1,698 vessels were loaded in effecting
this movement. Every stage of the process of hand-The fa.ct.I contained tn tbil art.left are here made public for the fl.rat
tlme.-EDITOR.

ling was supervised.by the office of the Captain of
the Port.
No accident occurred, and not one life wa"s lost.
The total value of the explosives carried on the
1,698 vessels as loaded was $547,953,143.32.
The heaviest single shipment of explosives was
by the steamer "Honduras," whlch cleared for Bor
deaux, France, Feb. 26, 1918. This vessel carried
a mixed cargo of picric acid, powder, and guncotton
of a total weight of 7,849,153 lb. The value of thls
cargo was $6,915,599.00. The nex't heaviest shlp
ment was by the steamer "St. Louis," whlch cleared
for Cette, France, on Jan. 18, 1918. · This vessel car
ried a mixed cargo of picric acid, T N T and smoke
less powder to a total weight of 8,669,965 lb. The
value of thls cargo was $5,889,535.00.
Prior to Feb. 26, 1918, or before the Espionage
Act provisions in re jurisdiction over territorial
waters of the United States becama effective, all
rules and regulations governing anchorages ·at New
York were promulgated by the War Department.
These rules were recommended in the first instance
by the Chlef of Engineers of the Army, and when
approved by the Secretary of War had the force of
statute law.
The River and Harbor Act, approved March 4,
1915, made it mandatory for the Coast Guard to en
force such rules at New York, with reference to
anchorages, as issued by the Secretary of War. In
cluded in the terms Qf the anchorage regulations
were rules as to the safeguarding of the waters and
shipping at New York. These rules bore directly on
the handling of explosives.
The functions previously performed by the War
Department, as enumerated, above, _passed to the
jurisdiction of the Treasury Department under the
terms of the Espionage Act. Thls was on Feb. 26,
1918. The representative of the Treasury Depart
ment charged with the enforcement of the anchor
age regulations was designated Captain of the Port
for the Harbor of New York and vicinity.
The winter of 1917 was rigorous in the extreme.
There was an unusual amount of ice in the harbor;
shipping was congested for want of sufficient anchor
age ground, and explosives and munitions were ac
cumulating in the upper harbor in dangerously large
quantities. These were conditions as · they were
found on Dec. 13 of that year.· The first need was
for men and patrol vessels. Practically no personnel
was on hand at New York to cope with the big move
ment of explosives that was coming forward, and
immediate patrol measures were imperative in order
to clear up a dangerous situation.
The quick response of Coast Guard Headquarten
to the request for 100 surfmen from the Coast
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members of the crew of the vessel, from master down, are
fully complying with the rules.
8. Observing any person who is careless or who in any
way interferes with the safety of the loading work; remove
that person from the vessel to the patrol steamer and report
action. Take no chances with any careless person about.
Let these facts be clearly understood in advance by the mas
ter, and the boss stevedores, and let the stevedores them
selves know, when mustered, that not the slightest infringe
ment of the regulations will be permitted.
9. It is imperative, first of all, that the loading be con
ducted in every essential with that degree of safety which
is prescribed by the rules and regulations, even if the load
ing must be executed somewhat more slowly than would be
possible otherwise. The loss of a shipload of munitions
might mean the loss of a battle; it might affect a campaign
• --results far more wide-reaching than the mere loss of a
ship or those on board. Expedition can be rightly accomp
lished in urging the quick arrival of barges with their loads,
but there must be no rushing of munitions on board at the
risk of safety.
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regulations in consequence of practical observation or experi
ence do not hesitate to make such suggestions in order that
the Division Commander may promptly refer the same for
authority to enforce if deemed advisable.
16. For the present, officers and men assigned to duty
in Gravesend Bay will continue there for a period of not
less than three days. When relieved and on return to the
Barge Office, make immediate written report covering the
duty performed. Make this report full and specific.

Loading Done by Civilian Stevedores

The actual !!tevedoring of munitions ships was
performed by civilians under high pay. No steve
dore might work on a munitions vessel without a
pass from the Captain of the Port, and, for that
matter, no person other than the master and crew
of the vessel loading could enter an explosive anchor
age area without a pass. To see that this rule was
obeyed was the duty of the Coast Guard. It called
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A TYPICAL EXPLOSIVES BARGE EMPLOYED IN TRANSPORTING HIGH 'EXPLOSIVES TO SHIP IN NEW YORK HARBOR DURING THEWAR
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10. Keep at all times when loading a competent man at .for the utmost vigilance to insure that no unauthor
each hatch where munitions are entering. This man must
keep his eyes constantly on the gear and on the men working ized craft of any kind passed inside an explosive
the same. Direct him to stop hoisting on board the instant anchorage area.
he perceives any sign of weakness of equipment or careless
All stevedores before going on board a loading
ness in handling same.
11. Inspect frequently, night and day, all vessels in the vessel were necessarily searched. It was essential
restricted area above referred to. See that sentries and men that every precaution be taken to prevent through
on watch are at their posts and alert. Allow no unauthorized the medium of an enemy agent the introduction of
person on board, and permit no vessel to come alongside of
vessels loading explosives or alongside of barges having any mechanical appliance on board whereby destruc
explosives aboard without permission of the Coast Guard tion might be accomplished after an interval of time.
officer in charge.
12. There must be a commissioned or warrant officer of No metal might be carried by any person working
the Coast Guard constantly on duty aboard each vessel in on a munitions ves��- ::"::� liad to be incased in
the aforesaid munitions anchorage area, and if, for any rea rubber boots or burlap. All fires were extinguished
son·, an officer is not available, the deck must be taken by the
leading petty officer available. The commissioned officer of except those in charge of an attendant, and no work
the Coast Guard at Gravesend will arrange the watches with was sanctioned which called for the striking of metal
due regard to efficiency, but ordinarily it is expected that against metal.
sentries will be maintained in two-hour stretches.
In the holds, all constructive work had to be com
13. Place instantly under arrest any unauthorized per
son found on board or attempting to come on board without pleted before loading began. This was a difficult
permission.
14. When a vessel has completed loading, arrange to have matter to bring home to many shipowners, who had
her leave the anchorage as rapidly as possible in order that counted on the loading period to prosecute repairs
there may be no delay in having her berth occupied by about decks, and below. Not a hammer was per
another vessel which is prepared to load.
16. The Division Commander expects intelligent, pains mitted to be struck in the loading grounds.
taking effort on the part of every officer and man assigned
The very first day following the issuance of in
to this responsible duty. Follow the rules and regulations
carefully, and wherever it is possible to better these rules and structions, on taking charge. more than twoscore
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of steel hooks were reported as taken up by the
guards. A stevedore who could without qualm drive
a steel hook into a metal bound package containing
high explosive was deemed to belong to that class
�f men which had become dangerous through over
familiarity. Both the steel hook and the man were
removed.
The average man would not have to be told that
smoking in the vicinity of high explosives was inter
dicted. Yet it is a fact that a foreman of a steve
dore gang was removed from one munitions vessel
for this very act of smoking. If the foreman of a
gang does not hesitate to smoke if he finds a chance,
what is to be expected of his men?
The rule was early adopted that before a vessel
might enter a loading area she must be trimmed,
and lacking only her cargo of munitions. The holds
for the explosives were required to be broom-swept
clean, and the construction in the hold to comply
fully with the regulations. This called for close
inspection by the Coast Guard. Having passed the
inspection, the vessel, with a full detail of guards on
board, proceeded to the anchorage.
The stay in the loading area was akin to a stay in
a magazine. No communication was allowed with
the shore ·or with other craft except that incident
to the arrival and departure of barges loaded with
explosives. As - fast as loaded. the vessel was_ re
quired to quit her anchorage to make room for
another craft.
High Degree of Efficiency Attained
Far from being a deterrent, the supervisory work
over the loading of munitions served to accelerate
operations. There was no loafing, no idly standing
about, no talking--0nly a steady clock-like precision
to the work. Everywhere the Coast Guardsman
stood sentry over a group of stevedores--on deck,
below hatches, and in the fartherest corners of the
ship. Let a stevedore drop a package, or handle a
barrel or box in a careless manner, and the action
that followed was generally swift and drastic.· Not
a winch could turn on any ship in that loading area
until the Coast Guard gave the word, and no port
hole, whip, or other piece of gear might be used
until it had been examined and pronounced safe.
Very early in the new period the slings holding
thirteen boxes of wet guncotton broke when the load
was directly over the hatch. Fortunately it was wet
guncotton. Had it been dry picric acid there is little
doubt as to what would have happened. It was this
occurrence, which I learned took place before I as
sumed charge, which occasioned close scrutiny of all
gear. On finding that this gear, which Coast -Guard
men had condemned, had surreptitiously been re
stored, i ordered that all gear when condemned be
cut. The effect of this order was the appearance
of a plentiful supply of coils of various sizes of
manila for recourse whenever our men found it
necessary to remove gear.
Quick Loading
Under the supervision of the Coast Guard, vessels
were fi:equently loaded in seventy-two hours and in
a few instances in forty-eight hours. These same
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vessels, it was said, had formerly used up two weeks
or even fifteen or sixteen days to accomplish load
ing. Of course the acceleration in the arrival of
munitions at tidewater as the war progressed must
be taken into consideration, but there is no doubt
that supervision over the work and the munitions
was a decided advantage in reducing time. Whether
or not this was due wholly to the certainty that the
stevedore would lose his pass unless he worked satis
factorily, it is a fact that a new speed and celerity
became evident with the appearance of the Coast
Guard, and with the further result that there was
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ARRANGEMENT OF QUARTERS ON TYPICAL EXPLOSIVES BARGE.
SHOWING APPEARANCE OF METAL- AND ASBESTOS-LINED
ROOM, WITH COAST GUARDSMAN INVARIABLY IN
ATIE?-{DANCE

accomplished the dispatch of large quantities of ex
plosives without loss of life or accident of any kind.
Considering the volume of explosives handled and
the urgency for dispatch, this, it is believed, is a
unique record.
It was a disappointment to many of the Coast
Guardsmen that they did not see service overseas. All
had enlisted for service in any part of the world, but
when the seriousness of the work at New York was
understood the command cheerfully undertook to
carry on to the end.
Men Win Commendation of the Government
A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury dated
Aug. 30, 1918, and read to the entire command, had
a wonderfully stimulating effect. Officers and men
perceived that their efforts were appreciated in high
quarters. The Secretary's letter, addressed to the
Captain of the Post, was as follows:

During several recent visits to New York I had occasion
to convince myself of the splendid service that is being ren
dered by the men of the Coast Guard Service in safeguarding
the various anchorages for explosives in and around New
York Harbor. I realize that there is nothing spectacular in
this work, and I can fully appreciate the desire of many of
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